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Novell GroupWise 2012 brings customer focus
to the forefront with an array of new capabilities
and features that enhance the way you work and
collaborate. It delivers a powerful set of tools with
a highly dynamic and connected environment that
takes personal productivity to a whole new level.
Novell GroupWise 2012 makes it easier than ever
before to share, collaborate and get things done.
®

®

Novell GroupWise 2012
helps you be:
More productive
More mobile
More connected
More in control of
your interactions
and workload

Novell GroupWise 2012 provides a truly “plugged in” collaborative work environment that tackles information overload,
mobilizes your productivity, transforms your contacts into valuable business currency, and lets you collaborate and interact
across virtual and organizational boundaries.

Why enhance your collaboration efforts with Novell GroupWise 2012? Here are ten reasons:

01

Manage information overload. The GroupWise Home View gives you a personal productivity dashboard that
consolidates dispersed information—including e-mail, calendar items, tasks, web panels, blogs, RSS feeds,
Novell Vibe™ workspaces and more—into a single view. It brings together the collaboration tools and web applications
you interact with most, and lets you organize it all in the way that helps you work and collaborate smarter, faster and better.

02

Collaborate across virtual and organizational boundaries. Novell GroupWise simplifies cross-organization
calendaring—even for organizations that use different messaging tools—by letting you subscribe to external calendars
and publish your own calendar with free/busy information to external colleagues. As a result, scheduling meetings with
participants from different organizations is a simple, streamlined process.

03

Transform static contacts into valuable business currency. The powerful contact management capabilities in
GroupWise let you readily access connections, conversation history, profile details and other important context that
can improve your interactions and let you leverage your contacts to their full potential.

At Novell, we’re refocused on meeting customer needs with
products that are built with engineering excellence at their
core. Get the latest, most dynamic details about our plans for
GroupWise—and the direct customer input that guides them—
at: www.novell.com/gwroadmap
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04

Turn your inbox into an effective way to manage business priorities. Novell GroupWise lets you prioritize tasks,
visually see their percent complete, add subtasks and keep it all top-of-mind in a task panel in your Home View.
You can even place any e-mails, appointments, reminder notes, phone messages or other item types into your Tasklist folder
to make managing your priorities even easier.

05

Mobilize your data and productivity. To mobilize user productivity, Novell Data Synchronizer lets you synchronize
e-mails, schedules, contacts, notes and tasks between Novell GroupWise and your ActiveSync-enabled mobile
 evices. BlackBerry support is provided through the Novell partnership with Research In Motion.
d

06

Reduce calendar clutter and scheduling headaches. Novell GroupWise 2012 introduces intuitive graphical busy
searches, multi-user calendars with proxy account overlays, simplified recurring appointment creation, minimized
redistribution of modified appointments and other efficiency-enhancing capabilities that reduce scheduling busy work so
you can be more productive.

07

Enhance real-time and team interactions with Skype and Novell Vibe integrations. To support real-time
communications with external colleagues, you can now see when your Skype contacts are on online right within
the GroupWise interface. You can then use this telephony framework to instantly interact with them via Skype SMS or
Skype click-to-call. New integrations between GroupWise and Novell Vibe also give team productivity a significant boost,
such as drag-and-drop of items between GroupWise and Vibe folders, abbreviated folder lists and integrated search.

08

Simplify information sharing. To make it easier to find, interact and share information with others, Novell GroupWise
2012 incorporates a new relevance sorting engine that presents your most-used contacts, folders and categories first.
It also lets you modify attachments and attach them to e-mail replies without having to save them and then browse to reattach
them. It also gives you the ability to quickly share a complete folder tree and all its nested folders with others.

09

Be even more productive with the new web access interface. The web access interface in Novell GroupWise 2012
has been completely refreshed to give remote and mobile users more robust capabilities. It delivers recurring appointment creation, graphical busy-search, column sorting, consistent cross-client signatures, personal contact photos and
group management capabilities. Additionally, the web access architecture has been streamlined to facilitate more frequent
feature additions.

10

Enjoy greater mobile freedom with new iPad support. Allowing you to be more mobile than ever before, the new
web-based iPad support in GroupWise lets you access your GroupWise post office directly from your iPad so you
can check and create new messages, appointments, tasks and more.
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